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Abstract

The current standards in roll-over stability of off-road wheeled machines and vehicles do not include many significant factors of their design and performance (e.g. suspension type and parameters, stiffness of tires) as well as operation conditions (e.g. inclination and bearing capacity of the ground). In practice, it results in many dangerous roll-over accidents, particularly of articulated body steer vehicles, which might involve the operator’s death and/or severe damage to the machine and its surroundings. In recent years, some solutions developed and applied by particular companies aimed at roll-over stability improvement have been noticed. Unfortunately, their use appears to be not optimal and the aggregated knowledge remains usually a know-how of the company. For comprehensive explanation of this problem the Division of Off-Road Machine and Vehicle Engineering has built the innovative universal test vehicle for experimental tests on roll-over stability of off-road wheeled machines and vehicles. This unique at global level, universal test vehicle enables the undercarriage structure and properties to be optionally selected and roll-over stability to be tested on special rotary-tilting platform with on-line measurement of three components of reaction forces under each wheel. The paper presents the parameters and research potential of the original universal test vehicle with the exemplary tests results.
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1. Introduction

The roll-over stability is one of the most important operating characteristics in the off–road machines and vehicles. Unfortunately, as a rule, the requirements concerning maintaining the desired stability are in conflict with the requirements concerning the expected high mobility and manoeuvrability or the construction of the working machine. For example, the large stroke of suspension helps tilt the vehicle increasing the risk of roll-over. Moreover, because of the high clearance and movable boom, the reduced centre of gravity of a vehicle is located at relatively high altitude and its position is variable. Particular difficulties related to assuring high roll-over stability appear in the articulated body machines and vehicles which, due to their high operating manoeuvrability are now widely used [2]. The disadvantage results primarily from the fact that for that class of machines and vehicles the reduced centre of gravity during turn relocates in direction of the potential roll-over line lowering the stability reserve.

In the current European standard ISO 14397-1:2007 [1] (or its Polish equivalent PN-EN474-3+A1:2009), concerning totally the safety of machines for earth works, some criteria for evaluation of the roll-over stability for that class of vehicles have been defined. However, the criteria do not warrant the sufficient roll-over stability of the working machine in typical condition of its operation. As an example, in case of the wheeled articulated bucket loader, the cited standard involves the guidelines concerning the roll-over stability exclusively in the context of the maximum bucket load. In consideration, there is only one tipping line (Fig. 1) – that passing through the contact surface of the front wheels axis with the base. The standard indicates that for
the nominal load $Q_N$ of the loader bucket, in the quasi-static conditions and at the maximum reach of the arm and the maximum turn of the machine members, the load of the bucket with load lower than $2Q_N$ should not lead to the lifting of a single rear axle wheel.

In no way, the standard relates to the roll-over stability in other directions (around the remaining tipping lines). Also, the impact of the sloping ground ($\alpha_{\text{crit}} = 0$), stiffness of tires and the ground, as well as the dynamic reaction forces resulting from the machine movement over the ground of the stochastic character of inequalities has also been omitted. Further, the effective standard does not take into account such vital constructional parameters as: undercarriage steering system (the articulated vehicle, the steering wheels vehicle etc.), localisation and possible tilt angles of steering joints and/or the deflection, as well as the suspension type (dependent, independent etc.) of the wheels or bridges. An example would be the vehicle equipped with oscillating driving axle. The important function of such dependent suspension is providing in the quasi-static conditions, within the range of variation of the oscillation angle (usually about $\pm 12^\circ$), the high mobility of the vehicle – manifesting among others in permanent contact of all four wheels with uneven ground. However, in case of the flat ground the roll-over stability of a vehicle decreases. The „quadrangle of stability” present with the rigid suspension (Fig. 1b-c), is replaced by three potential tipping axes (Fig. 1d) creating the „triangle of stability” [9].

$$\alpha_{\text{crit}} = \tan(y_0/z_0)$$

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 1.** Tipping axes: a – the method of determining the critical ground inclination angle, b – tipping axes in the vehicle with a rigid frame, c – dislocation of the gravity centre at the twisted articulation, d – tipping axes in the vehicle with the self-aligning bridge

A series of the many-years theoretical and experimental research performed at the Department of Off-Road Machine and Vehicle Engineering of Wroclaw University of Technology, shows strong relation with roll-over stability of both, the type and parameters of the suspension system applied in the vehicle (Fig. 2), as well as the stiffness of tires and ground themselves [1, 3-6, 8, 11, 12].

The confirmation for the necessity of discussion of the effective standards related to the roll-over stability of off-road machines and vehicles are also, unfortunately, very frequent accidents related to the loss of the roll-over stability – often combined with serious injuries and even death of the operator or the persons staying in the vicinity of the machine (Fig. 2). The research performed in the town of rural region of Turkey, Kardamon [10], show that for 601 of all the recorded there cases of death within 2004-2009, as much as 42 of them (6.98%) was caused by roll-over of the agricultural vehicle.
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Fig. 2. The impact of the oscillation joint localisation with horizontal axis on roll-over stability of the articulated wheel bucket loader (greater number of stars indicates for higher roll-over stability) [4]

Producers of off-road machines and vehicles are conscious of the impact of the structure and properties of the chassis system on the roll-over stability. To improve this important operation indicator, there are continuously developed numerous non-conventional suspension systems [7] – increasing the machine stability without lowering the required mobility. An example of this may be the inclined oscillation axis located between the front and rear bodies of a vehicle (Fig. 3), [8], [13]. However, there is lack of complex, generally available knowledge on the influence of those solutions and their parameters on the roll-over stability of a vehicle.

Fig. 3. Examples of losing the roll-over stability in the machine for ground works during their operation: a – articulated bucket loader [14], b – dump with the so called rigid frame [15]

The popular criterion of losing stability based at tipping edges concerns the static stability excessively simplifies the phenomenon and does not allow evaluation of impact of the suspension mechanisms of modern vehicles of spatial character on the roll-over stability. Thus, the Authors propose the direct analysis of normal reaction forces between wheels of a vehicle and ground and applying, depending on the needs, one of the two types of stability loss, in accordance with [11]:

(Def. 1) Loss of the roll-over stability of the I type takes place in case of appearance of zero normal reaction force between one of the vehicle wheels and ground.

(Def. 2) Loss of the roll-over stability of the II type takes place in case of appearance of zero normal reaction force between two of the vehicle wheels and ground.

Fig. 4. An exemplary solution of articulation joint and the inclined axis’ oscillation joint between bodies of a vehicle applied by Volvo; a – illustration from the patent [13], b – an example of application (own data)
2. Innovative universal wheeled test vehicle

In response to the urgent industrial need, Department of Off-Road Machine and Vehicle Engineering at the Wroclaw University of Technology has developed and produced the universal wheeled test vehicle for tests of the roll-over stability (Fig. 5, 6a). The stand for tests of the roll-over stability consists of the universal test vehicle standing at the rotary-tilting platform. Under each of the vehicle wheels the sensing plates developed by the Department are located enabling measurement and acquisition of all three components of reaction force. The orientation of the platform in relation to the gravity vector is determined based at readings of the bi-axial inclinometer. For the data acquisition, the multichannel industrial computer from National Instruments is used. The turn and tilt of the platform are controlled by typical hydraulic station.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the stand developed for tests of the roll-over stability of wheeled vehicles of arbitrary structure and properties of the undercarriage system

Fig. 6. The innovative universal test vehicle of adaptable structure and properties of the undercarriage system at the tilting-rotary platform equipped with 3-axial measurement plates
Due to the in-depth study of the current state of knowledge and techniques, as well as reaching for the modern technical solutions, the created innovative universal test vehicle has been the unique unit worldwide in terms of the range of structure variants and variability of the simulated parameters of the undercarriage systems. It has to be added here that the research potential of the fully functional wheeled vehicle significantly exceeds the currently discussed studies of the static and dynamic roll-over stability. Application of the modular build and the thoughtful design of individual vehicle bodies enabled interference both, in type and parameters of the chassis, drive and brake systems – such as:
- the articulation joint of the work range from $-43^\circ$ to $38^\circ$,
- variable inclination angle of the articulation joint within the range of $\pm 15^\circ$ (Fig. 6b),
- the articulation joint with built-in system enabling measurement of all forces and moments acting on it (Fig. 6b),
- the steering wheels within the range of about $\pm 50^\circ$, controlled independently,
- variable wheelbase and the location of the steering joint position in relation to axis (Fig. 7),
- available different suspension types:
  - rigid, with elasticity only in tires,
  - independent double wishbone suspension with controlled elastic-dumping characteristic,
  - dependent in the form of oscillating driving axle with variable altitude of oscillation axis and with the variant of additional elastic-dumping components,
  - dependent in the form of oscillating body with variable altitude of oscillation axis,
- adjustable inclination angle of the oscillation joint axis located between the front and rear part of the vehicle, within the range of $\pm 25^\circ$ (Fig. 6b),
- the 4WD (4x4) or 2WD (2x4) drive at the front or rear axle,
- each axle equipped with selectable locking differential mechanism,
- each half-axle equipped with mechanical clutch,
- the possibility of introducing the electronic centre differential mechanism,
- each of the wheels equipped with hydraulic disk brake, break system of the fast reaction and possibility of independent braking for individual wheels,
- the possibility of a smooth change in mass parameters of a vehicle by assembling additional weights and the external loading frames.

3. Summary

The presented above innovative universal test vehicle has been created within the doctoral thesis which is being developed in the Department of Off-Road Machine and Vehicle Engineering.
at the Wroclaw University of Technology. Its structural design constitutes a part of the research project being implemented by one of the Co-authors within the frames of the „Diamond Grant“ program. Within that project also the mathematical model for determining the roll-over stability of wheeled vehicles of arbitrary structure of the undercarriage system is being developed. The empirical verification of the theoretical model will be performed at the presented innovative test vehicle.
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